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Commentary:
Perpetual
Motion
The first FOMC meeting of 2023 resulted in a rally
across risky assets, continuing their strong
performance in the first month of the year. As with
previous rallies, BTC's funding rate spiked as demand
for long exposure via the perpetual swap took the
derivative contract's price higher than its spot.
However, we did not see the same spike in ETH's
funding rate, despite it spiking during the bullish
moves in January.
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Figure 1 Hourly BTC (dark orange) and ETH spot prices (dark purple) since the 4th January 2023. Source: Block
Scholes

Crypto-assets rallied last night following the first FOMC announcement of the year
ETH rallied higher, posting returns of 6% compared to BTC's 4.8% in the hours after the
announcement
This continues the trend of crypto-asset's sensitivity to macro-economic drivers such as inflation,
employment data, and interest rate hikes

CRYPTO-ASSETS ENJOY RALLY AFTER FOMC ANNOUNCEMENT

Figure 2 Hourly BTC spot price (dark orange) and BTC perpetual swap funding rate (light orange) since the 4th
December 2022. Source: Block Scholes

BTC'S RALLY SPIKES FUNDING RATE

The rally also sparked demand for long exposure via the perpetual swap contract
When the perpetual swap contract is more expensive than spot BTC, long holders of the swap must
pay a funding rate to short holders
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Figure 3 Hourly BTC (light orange) and ETH (light purple) perpetual swap funding rate since the 4th January 2023.
Source: Block Scholes

BTC'S FUNDING RATE SPIKES HIGHER THAN ETH'S

Whilst last night's demand for long BTC perpetual swap exposure caused the perpetual swap price
to overshoot that of spot, we did not see a similar positive spike in ETH's funding rate
This suggests that ETH's spot price largely matched that of its perpetual swap throughout the rally
Not only is this in contrast to BTC's equivalent funding rate, it also contradicts the response of ETH's
funding rate to previous ETH spot price rallies

The first FOMC meeting of 2023 resulted in a rally across risky assets, continuing their strong
performance in the first month of the year. As with previous rallies, BTC's funding rate spiked as
demand for long exposure via the perpetual swap took the derivative contract's price higher than its
spot. However, we did not see the same spike in ETH's funding rate, despite it spiking during the bullish
moves in January.

This incentivises traders to close long positions and open short positions, pushing the contract's
price back inline with spot price
The chart above shows that during the bullish moves in January, perpetual swap prices reflected a
premium to the price of spot BTC
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These charts were made in Block Scholes' own online
analytics suite. Subscribe at blockscholes.com/products
to get access to these charts and much more data.
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